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Abstract—Multihop networks provide a flexible infrastructure that is based on a mixture of existing access points and stations

interconnected via wireless links. These networks present some unique challenges for video streaming applications due to the inherent

infrastructure unreliability. In this paper, we address the problem of robust video streaming in multihop networks by relying on delay-

constrained and distortion-aware scheduling, path diversity, and retransmission of important video packets over multiple links to

maximize the received video quality at the destination node. To provide an analytical study of this streaming problem, we focus on an

elementary multihop network topology that enables path diversity, which we term “elementary cell.” Our analysis is considering several

cross-layer parameters at the physical and medium access control (MAC) layers, as well as application-layer parameters such as the

expected distortion reduction of each video packet and the packet scheduling via an overlay network infrastructure. In addition, we

study the optimal deployment of path diversity in order to cope with link failures. The analysis is validated in each case by simulation

results with the elementary cell topology, as well as with a larger multihop network topology. Based on the derived results, we are able

to establish the benefits of using path diversity in video streaming over multihop networks, as well as to identify the cases where path

diversity does not lead to performance improvements.

Index Terms—Wireless systems, multimedia information systems, video, multihop networks, distortion-aware path diversity,

cross-layer design.
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1 INTRODUCTION

VIDEO streaming over multihop wireless networks has
recently attracted significant attention [1], [2]. This is

due to the fact that the interconnection of existing high-
speed IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs in residential or office
environments into one multihop topology [3] and recent
quality-of-service (QoS)-enabled Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocols [4] provides new opportunities for such
delay-constrained high-bandwidth applications [5]. How-
ever, for the foreseeable future, commercial wireless multi-
hop networks will be built upon unreliable nodes (wireless
access points or stations) that are connected by wireless
links with highly varying channel conditions [3]. Therefore,
even under QoS guarantees for the MAC layer, robust video
streaming applications must still be able to tolerate link
failures or deep link fading, which may occasionally occur
due to node mobility or the unwillingness of the user to
share node resources in the multihop topology [3]. Thus, a
variety of protection schemes deployed in the different
layers of the protocol stack should be explored and
evaluated under different scenarios.

1.1 Related Work

From the application-layer perspective, path diversity
emerged as an efficient mechanism for providing robustness
in video communications [2], [6], [7], [8], especially when
node or path failures occur [9]. Path diversity involves the
adaptive selection of two or more network paths for the
transmission of each video packet using an overlay network
infrastructure [14] at the application layer. Although
previous work applies path diversity with nonscalable
multiple-description coding (for example, see [2] and [7]),
we utilize path diversity and scalable video coding [16]. Our
solution has low complexity and provides the opportunity
to introduce redundancy postencoding at the packet level.
Hence, source coding efficiency is not sacrificed for the sake
of robustness and redundancy can be added on the fly
during the streaming process. Moreover, if additional
complexity is permitted, this approach can be combined
with forward error correction mechanisms for additional
efficiency [10]. Although prior work showed the benefits of
path diversity under various transmission scenarios, its
merits under realistic cross-layer protection mechanisms
(and, in particular, for the case of wireless multihop
networks) are largely unknown. Given the fact that cross-
layer frameworks for real-time video streaming over ad hoc
wireless networks also exhibit significant improvements in
robustness over single-layer optimization at the application
layer [1], [5], [18], we believe that the investigation of path
diversity for video streaming under a realistic cross-layer
optimization framework is a significant open challenge.

1.2 Proposed Solutions for Multihop Video
Streaming with Path Diversity

In this work, we address this problem by utilizing
distortion-optimal packet prioritization at the application
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layer (derived by state-of-the-art scalable video coding [16])
in order to make optimal packet ordering and optimal
retransmissions at the MAC analytically tractable [17]. In
this paper, an operational distortion model for scalable
coded bitstreams is proposed (Section 2.2) in order to
prioritize the packet transmission of each video flow
according to the importance in the decoded video quality.

Given this strict prioritization for the packets of each
video flow, our solution optimally decides among several
choices for path diversity, the number of packet retransmis-
sions at the MAC, and the optimal link adaptation strategy
(that is, modulation scheme [19], [20]) at the physical (PHY)
layer. Based on the knowledge of local network conditions,
we select an elementary network topology that suits our
multihop network simulation and analytically derive the
optimal streaming parameters for the various layers of the
protocol stack. The proposed approach is then generalized
across the entire multihop topology in order to obtain
locally optimal streaming solutions. Based on the proposed
framework, we are able to address several open questions:

1. whether the optimized application-layer path diver-
sity provides additional benefits over conventional
retransmission schemes at the MAC and link
adaptation at the PHY in the scenario that no link
failure happens,

2. how many packets (if any) should use path diversity
in the case of link failures, and

3. how close a cross-layer optimized approach with
path diversity is to the performance limit, which
assumes exact knowledge of the instantaneous
multihop network conditions and the link-failure
occurrences and adaptively chooses a network path
based on this knowledge.

1.3 Network Topology, Routing, and MAC-Layer
Assumptions

We assume that link failures occur due to sudden bursts of
severe interference, for example, due to node mobility. In
addition, we assume that a predetermined transmission
opportunity interval is reserved for each video flow on the
various network nodes, following the concepts of Hybrid
Coordination Function (HCF) Controlled Channel Access
(HCCA) mechanisms of IEEE 802.11e [4]. We envisage
that such a reservation mechanism can be deployed and
controlled either by a central coordinator in the multihop
network [11] or by a distributed solution using an overlay
network infrastructure [12], [13]. In this way, the available
resources can be determined based on the video flows
sharing the network and their QoS requirements. In
particular, we assume that the mesh network topology is
fixed over the duration of the video session (barring
failures) and that, prior to transmission, each application
(video flow) reserves a predetermined transmission oppor-
tunity interval, where contention-free access to the medium
is provided.1 This reservation can be determined based on
the number of flows sharing the network. Although the
design of such a coordination and reservation system is an

important problem and it affects our results, recent work
[11], [12], [13] showed that the scheduling of multiple flows
in the context of a mesh topology can be done such that the
average rate for every flow is satisfied and the interference
to neighboring nodes is minimized [11]. In our paper, we
adopt a similar overlay network solution that operates at
the application layer, spanning the various IEEE 802.11e
wireless cells. Once the available network infrastructure to
the video streaming session has been established, we
assume that an overlay network topology can convey (in
frequent intervals) information about the expected bit error
rate (BER), the queuing delay for each link, and the
guaranteed bandwidth under the dynamically changing
modulation at the PHY. This overlay infrastructure can also
minimize the probability of additional delays and link
failures by adaptively routing the video packets. Several
examples of such application-layer overlay networks have
been proposed in the literature [12], [14].

Finally, we assume that the application layer of every
node in the multihop network relies on an overlay
infrastructure [14] that can

1. route video packets via selected links to the
destination node and

2. convey information about the expected BER, the
queuing delay for each link, and the guaranteed
bandwidth under link adaptation from the neigh-
boring nodes in the network topology [5].

1.4 Paper Organization

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the
scenarios examined in this work and provides the necessary
definitions and formulations for the expected bandwidth,
transmission error rate, and the expected delay for stream-
ing under various network paths. Section 3 presents the
cross-layer optimization problem for the different cases that
potentially involve path diversity and link failures and
analyzes the performance of the proposed scheme under
each scenario. Section 4 presents simulation results and
validation for the theoretical study. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Topology Specification and Parameter
Definitions

The wireless multihop network topology between the
video server (sender) and the client (receiver) can be
expressed by a connectivity structure P with M paths, that
is, P ¼ fp1; . . . ;pMg. Each path pi ð1 � i �MÞ consists of
wtotal
i links, that is, pi ¼ ½li;1 li;2 � � � li;wtotal

i
�, with li;j being the

jth link of path pi. An example is given in Fig. 1, where two
possible paths from sender n0 to receiver n6 are high-
lighted. We assume that all utilized paths from sender to
receiver are determined beforehand, for example, during
the video-session configuration setup, following conven-
tional route discovery algorithms. Assuming that a time-
reservation mechanism following the IEEE 802.11e princi-
ples is deployed at the MAC layer, the transmission
opportunity duration is preestablished for each link li;j
(1 � i �M, 1 � j � wtotali ) based on a negotiation scheme,
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1. Existing IEEE standards [4] already support such QoS mechanisms,
which, barring interference and environment noise, provide guaranteed
transmission time for each admitted application (video flow).



for example, via node resource exchange strategies moder-
ated by a central coordinator. Thereafter, the guaranteed
bandwidth gðli;jÞ of link li;j can be determined based on
the allocated transmission opportunity duration [5]. In
addition, the experienced signal-to-interference-noise
ratio (SINR) sðli;jÞ can also be derived following previous
channel estimation approaches [19], [20]. We augment the
SINR estimation at the PHY layer with the link-failure
probability fðli;jÞ, which represents the expected failure
probability for the duration of the video streaming session.
Even though link failures may be short-lived, it is safe to
assume that all video packets on a failed link are lost during
the occurrence of a failure due to the stringent delays of
typical video streaming applications. In total, we define the
state vector for each link li;j as

c li;j
� �

¼
�
g li;j
� �

s li;j
� �

fðli;jÞ
�
: ð1Þ

In our work, we assume that each node can actively
monitor the state vector of each outgoing link. However,
link state information beyond the immediate neighborhood
can only be estimated. This follows the notion of network
“horizons” introduced in our recent work [5]. An example
of this principle is pictorially shown in Fig. 1 for the sender
node n0. Based on this assumption, all network conditions
(for example, available bandwidth or packet loss rate)
beyond the links of the sender node are expressed as
statistical expectations, and their exact value during the
network simulation is unknown.

2.2 Video Source Characteristics

At the application layer, the video stream to be transmitted
is encapsulated in a sequence of video packets. Each video
packet v is characterized by its deadline ddeadline

v , the packet
size Lv, and the induced distortion reduction �v at the
video decoder. These parameters are communicated from
the application to the MAC layer following a multitrack
hint specification [15]. The packet deadline ensures that
each node will forward the packet only if it is still useful
atthe decoder; otherwise, the video packet is dropped.
Thepacket size is useful during the transmission delay
estimation and the error probability calculations, as it will

be shown in Section 2.3. Finally, the distortion reduction is
a utility metric that enforces appropriate prioritization
strategies for each video packet for MAC-layer scheduling
and retransmission. Following recent state-of-the-art scal-
able video coding schemes [16], an additive distortion
model can be used to associate distortion reductions to the
video packets belonging to a Group of Pictures (GOP)
with the same deadline.2 Packets in each GOP are ordered
by their distortion reduction �v, v ¼ 1; . . . ; NG, that is,
�1 > �2 > . . . > �NG

, where NG is the total number of
packets in GOP G. In this paper, we model the distortion
reduction of a packet v in each GOP by

�v ¼ � � �v � 2 0; 1ð Þ; ð2Þ

where � and � are modeling parameters that depend on
sequence characteristics and the encoding parameters. As it
will be illustrated in the experimental part of the paper,
this model can approximate the measured distortion
reduction for a variety of video sequences encoded by a
wavelet video encoder by the appropriate selection of �
and � for each GOP. Notice that the strict distortion
reduction prioritization expressed by the monotonic func-
tion of (2) enables the exact analysis of the expected MAC
operation under simple network topologies since packets
are encapsulated in MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs) in a
predetermined order based on their distortion reduction.
This is an important aspect of our work since, unlike
related work with nonscalable coding [2], [7], [21], our
preestablished prioritization mechanism leads to a very
low-complexity solution. This fact, combined with the
individual MSDU acknowledgments received at the MAC
layer, provides a tractable solution for determining several
optimal cross-layer parameters during the real-time video
streaming session.

2.3 Expected Transmission Error Probability and
Delay Estimation at the MAC Layer

Based on the above definitions, the MAC-layer probability
of error for packet v of size Lv bits over link li;j can be
given as

eli;jðLvÞ ¼ 1�
�
1� eðli;jÞ

�Lv ; ð3Þ

where eðli;jÞ expresses the MAC-layer BER of link li;j, which
can be estimated based on the chosen modulation mðli;jÞ
and the observed SINR sðli;jÞ [19], [20]. Similarly, the
probability of error for one transmission over path pi is

epiðLvÞ ¼ 1�
Ywtotali

j¼1

�
1� eli;j Lvð Þ

�
¼ 1�

Ywtotali

j¼1

�
1� eðli;jÞ

�Lv� �
:

ð4Þ

Let Nmax
pi

be the maximum number of retransmissions for
packet v over path pi. The average number of transmissions
over path pi until the packet is successfully transmitted or
the retransmission limit is reached can then be evaluated as
follows [18]:
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2. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that delay
deadlines are associated with the GOP structure of the video coder. Smaller
delays can be accommodated following the notion of subflows [5].

Fig. 1. A topology example illustrating two examples of paths between
the sender and receiver nodes, as well as the link state vectors cðli;1Þ,
i ¼ f1; . . . ; 3g. Network information before the indicated “horizon” is
actively monitored (measured) by the sender node, whereas information
at the horizon and beyond is estimated.



Nmean
pi

Nmax
pi

� �
¼

XNmax
pi
þ1

j¼1

j � epiðLvÞ
� �j�1

1� epiðLvÞ
� �� �

þ Nmax
pi
þ 1

h i
� epiðLvÞ
� �Nmax

pi
þ1

ð5Þ

¼
1�

�
epiðLvÞ

�Nmax
pi
þ1

1� epiðLvÞ
: ð6Þ

Thus, the average end-to-end delay of a packet with size Lv
over pi is

dpi Lv;N
mean
pi

Nmax
pi

� �� �
¼

Nmean
pi

Nmax
pi

� �
�
Xwtotal
i

j¼1

Lv
gðli;jÞ

þ Toverhead

� 	
þ
Xwtotal
i

j¼1

dqueueðli;jÞ;
ð7Þ

where Toverhead accounts for the delay and protocol over-
heads involved in the packet transmission. The last
equation derives the end-to-end delay estimate by joining
all links of path pi via the summation terms, thereby
forming a “virtual” link from the sender to the receiver
node in the multihop network. We follow this approach
since the maximum number of retransmissions Tmax

pi
required on each path pi can only be defined from end
to end based on the maximum permissible delay from the
sender node to the receiver. We remark that, in our
experiments, the retransmission limit for any part of a path
or even for one link li;j is set equal to Tmax

pi
since, in

principle, all possible retransmissions (until the MSDU
expires due to delay violation) could occur at an individual
link. Following the analysis of (4)-(7), it is straightforward
to define the average MSDU transmissions and the
expected delay for subpaths that include only a subset of
links or even for an individual link. This will be proven to
be very useful for some of the derivations.

With the knowledge of the packets scheduled for
transmission over a certain link li;j, denoted by vqueueðli;jÞ,
we can calculate the queuing delay for that link. For each
packet w in vqueueðli;jÞ, the product of the expected number
of transmissions of the packet (given by (6)) with the
transmission duration gives the average delay to transmit
the packet under the particular network conditions (quan-
tified by bandwidth gðli;jÞ and packet loss rate epiðLwÞ from
(4)). The result is

dqueueðli;jÞ ¼
X

8w2vqueueðli;jÞ
Nmean

pi
Nmax

pi

� �
� Lw
gðli;jÞ

þ Toverhead

� 	
:

ð8Þ

2.4 Elementary Cells in Multihop Wireless
Networks—A Divide and Conquer Strategy

Although the estimations of packet error probability and
delay of the previous section may be accurate for the
outgoing links of each node, the uncertainty introduced for
remote links in the multihop topology, combined with the
approximations3 necessary for making practical predictions
based on (5)-(8), makes the analysis of the full topology very

difficult. In fact, our previous research has already shown
that such estimation-based schemes may lead to significant
gaps in performance in comparison to the end-to-end
optimization of video streaming under full knowledge of
the network conditions. On the other hand, optimization
under the knowledge of the local network status performed
reasonably well [5], even when compared to end-to-end
optimization. Following this lead, in this paper, we extend
the concept of limited-horizon video streaming optimiza-
tion for multihop networks to optimization within a
multihop wireless network “elementary cell.”

Pictorial examples of such elementary cells are given in
Fig. 2. In the elementary cell in Fig. 2a, node n0 (source
node) has only two state vectors, cðl1;1Þ and cðl2;1Þ. Fig. 2b
can be considered as a special case of Fig. 2a in which
node n2 and n3 (destination node) are collapsed into one
node. Based on an overlay network infrastructure at the
application layer [14], each source node of an elementary
cell in the overall multihop topology operates assuming
that the video sender and receiver are located in the starting
and terminating nodes of its cell and video packets can
be routed from the sender to the receiver node following
a specific path. In this way, path diversity within an
elementary cell becomes feasible; also, it is significantly
simpler in comparison to the direct analysis of path
diversity over large multihop networks. Finally, this
approach allows for an analytical study of the merits and
disadvantages of path diversity under realistic conditions
for the MAC and PHY layers since it corresponds to the
basic scenario where two nonoverlapping paths (with
uncertain conditions) are available in the wireless multihop
network for the video flow.

When considered within the overall multihop network
topology, a certain network node may be the origin of more
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Fig. 2. Two examples of multihop wireless network elementary cells.

3. For example, one has to assume a constant (nominal) packet size,
known link and path error probability, and so forth.



than one elementary cell. Moreover, intermediate nodes of
an elementary cell may also be the source nodes of
subsequent cells. This is illustrated in the example in
Fig. 3. In this way, wireless multihop network topologies
can be decomposed in elementary cells introduced in
Fig. 2a. This also covers the cases where more than two
nodes are connected with a source node, as shown for
node n0 in Fig. 3. In the remainder of the paper, the term
“elementary cell” refers to cells of the type introduced in
Fig. 2a and displayed in the examples in Fig. 3.

3 PATH DIVERSITY STUDY IN ELEMENTARY CELLS

This section proposes cross-layer optimized video stream-
ing with path diversity in the proposed framework of a
wireless multihop elementary cell topology. Although we
focus our attention on the multihop elementary cell in
Fig. 2a, our analysis is applicable in a broad range of
similar configurations. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the case
of failure-free elementary cells, and Section 3.3 presents
the equivalent optimization under the occurrence of link
failures. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses the extension of the
optimization under an elementary cell into larger multihop
topologies.

3.1 Proposed Cross-Layer Optimization for an
Elementary Cell without Link Failures

To realize the optimal packet diversity within each

elementary cell under no link failures, we introduced a

new network-aware distortion reduction metric �r
v as an

extension of �v of (2). Prior to the initial packet transmis-

sion, we have �r
v ¼ �v. Each time the packet is successfully

transmitted from the source node of the current cell (that is,

an acknowledgment MSDU frame is received from an

intermediate node of the cell), �r
v is updated based on the

remaining (expected) probability of error for the transmis-

sion of the packet in the remaining part of the elementary

cell beyond the information horizon. Consider the topology

in Fig. 2a. When packet v is successfully transmitted over

path p1, an acknowledgment MSDU frame is received from

n1. Then, we can evaluate �r
v as

�r
v ¼ �v � Efel1;2 Lvð Þg: ð9Þ

The last equation indicates that, if we expect the packet to
be dropped by link l1;2, that is, Efel1;2ðLvÞg ¼ 1, there is a

remaining benefit (utility) in retransmitting the same packet

over the alternate path ðp2Þ, which is given by �r
v ¼ �v.

Conversely, if Efel1;2ðLvÞg ¼ 0, there is no remaining benefit

in retransmitting packet v. Therefore, �r
v captures the

expected distortion reduction achievable if a network-

aware path diversity is chosen for packet v.
Our overall objective is to maximize the expected

distortion reduction at the destination node of each
elementary cell under the constraint of limited network
resource and the deadline constraint of the video streaming
application. Similar to our previous work [5], this is
achieved by finding the “best path” as well as the cross-
layer parameters for the link corresponding to that path:

v� p�i Nmax�

pi
mðli;jÞ

h i
¼ arg max

pi2P;v2vscheduleðn0Þ
1� epiðLvÞ

Nmax
pi

h i
��r

v

n o
;

ð10Þ

where vscheduleðn0Þ is the set of nonexpired packets in the
buffer of source node n0.

The expected end-to-end delay of the path should be
smaller than the deadline of the packet; otherwise, the
packet is dropped. This constraint can be expressed as

8v; and 8pi 2 P : Nmax
pi
�

ddeadline
v � E dqueueðli;2Þ


 �
Lv � gðli;jÞ

� ��1þ Efgðli;jÞg
� ��1

� �
þ 2 � Toverhead

� 1

6664
7775: ð11Þ

Notice that the bandwidth limitation of each link is only
considered in the constraint of (11) and is not explicitly
expressed in the optimization of (10) since each video
packet is transmitted at the MAC layer until an acknowl-
edgment is received or the delay deadline for the video
packet is reached.

The algorithm in Fig. 4 can be deployed at the source

node of each elementary cell in order to solve (10) under the

constraint of (11). Note that, if multiple copies of the same

packet come into the queue of an elementary cell source

node from previous cells, we retain only one packet for

transmission within the current cell. Finally, if the source

node can utilize more than one cell, such as in the case in

Fig. 3a, the algorithm in Fig. 4 is applied for all available

outgoing links and, once a path has been chosen, the packet

is considered within the corresponding elementary cell.

3.2 Theoretical Analysis of the Failure-Free Case

Under the optimization of (10), if the two paths have
unequal error probabilities, then the path pi with the lower
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Fig. 3. (a) The two initial elementary cells emerging from n0 (source

node). (b) The subsequent network cell from the intermediate network

node n2 to the final destination node n6. Notice that, in the case

indicated in (b), node n2 is the source node for the elementary cell.



error probability will be used to transmit packets, which

will lead to a larger queuing delay for that path and,

thereby, a smaller value for Nmax
pi

(from (11)). Thus, the

term ½1� epiðLvÞ
Nmax

pi � will decrease and, eventually, the

alternate path p3�i in the elementary cell will be chosen.

Consequently, in the steady-state operation of each elemen-

tary cell, we may assume that4

ep1
ðLvÞ

� �Nmax
p1 ¼ ep2

ðLvÞ
� �Nmax

p2 ; ð12Þ

where Lv is the nominal (average) packet size and

epi ¼ 1� 1� eli;1 Lv
� �� �

1� E eli;2 Lv
� �
 �� �

¼ 1� 1� eðli;1Þ
� �Lv 1� E eðli;2Þ


 �� �Lv i ¼ 1; 2:
ð13Þ

Notice that Nmax
pi
ðLvÞ can be determined based on (11)

under the equality condition.

3.2.1 Estimation of the Average Number of Successfully

Transmitted Video Packets

The queuing delay over path pi, that is, dqueueðpiÞ, i ¼ 1; 2,

can be evaluated by modeling each path’s intermediate

nodes as an M/G/1 queuing system. We assume that the

video packets arrive at the intermediate nodes following a

Poisson process arrival rate �total, and each packet indepen-

dently chooses path pi at the sender node with probability

Prfpig. Thus, the packets arrive at each intermediate

node ni ði ¼ 1; 2Þ with average rate �i ¼ �total � Prfpig.
By the Pollaczek-Khinchin (P-K) formula [22] and after

some straightforward manipulations, the expected queuing

delay dqueueðpiÞ is given as

dqueueðpiÞ ¼
�i � E X2

i;serv

n o
2 1� �i � E Xi;serv


 �� � ; ð14Þ

where

EfXi;servg ¼

XNmax
pi

n¼1

n � Lv
E gðli;2Þf g � E eli;2 Lv

� �
 �n�1� 1� E eli;2 Lv
� �
 �� �n o

þ Nmax
pi
þ 1

� � Lv

E gðli;2Þ

 � � E eli;2ðLvÞ


 �Nmax
pi ;

ð15Þ

E X2
i;serv

n o
¼

XNmax
pi

n¼1

n�Lv
E gðli;2Þf g

� 	2

�E eli;2 Lv
� �
 �n�1� 1� E eli;2 Lv

� �
 �� �� 

þ Nmax
pi
þ 1

� � Lv

E gðli;2Þ

 �

 !2

�E eli;2 Lv
� �
 �Nmax

pi

ð16Þ

are the first and second moments of the service time Xi;serv

corresponding to the queue of path pi. With the knowledge

of dqueueðpiÞ from (14), we can establish Nmean
pi
ðNmax

pi
Þ from

(11) and (6). Then, the expected delay incurred by the

bottleneck link of the path is given by

dbottleneckðpiÞ ¼ Nmean
pi

Nmax
pi

� �
� Lv �max

1
gðli;1Þ ;

1
E gðli;2Þf g

n o
ð17Þ

based on the fact that each packet is transmitted on average

Nmean
pi
ðNmax

pi
Þ times at the MAC layer of each link, as

calculated by the analysis of (3)-(6).
We can now establish the expected number of trans-

mitted packets in the duration of one GOP (that is, under

the transmission deadline) as

SGOP ¼ ddeadline
v � 1

dbottleneckðp1Þ
þ 1

dbottleneckðp2Þ

� 	� �
: ð18Þ

3.2.2 Distortion Reduction under Failure-Free

Transmission with and without Path Diversity

Given that SGOP packets are transmitted, based on the

predetermined distortion prioritization scheme, the re-

ceived distortion reduction when no link failure happens

and without path diversity is given as

�GOPffail-free; no-diversityg ¼
XSGOP

v¼1

½� � �v� ¼ � � �� �
SGOPþ1

1� �
;

ð19Þ
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4. Equation (12) does not hold only under the trivial case when the
capacity of one path is sufficient to transmit all the video packets (under the
same deadline) with a smaller error probability than that of another path. In
this case, no path diversity is beneficial.

Fig. 4. Solution of cross-layer optimization of (10) for the sender node of

an elementary cell. The utilized modulation strategy for link adaptation at

Step 5 is derived based on previous modeling work for link adaptation

strategies [19], [20].



where we utilized the proposed packet distortion reduction
model of (2).

Under the use of path diversity, before attempting to
retransmit packet v over the alternate path, we assume to
have transmitted kdp subsequent packets, that is, packet
vþ 1 to packet vþ kdp, whose distortion reduction is
greater than �r

v calculated in Step 8 in Fig. 4. Obviously,
kdp depends on the distortion reductions f�vþ1; . . . ;�vþkdp

g
and �r

v. In the steady state, if packet v is to be attempted
over one path, it has a priori expected distortion reduction
(that is, distortion reduction without knowing if an
acknowledgment will be received or not)

�r
v ¼ � � �v � ep1

ðLvÞ
� �Nmax

p1 ¼ � � �v � ep2
ðLvÞ

� �Nmax
p2 ð20Þ

since both paths are balanced. We can compute an estimate
of kdp by equalizing �r

v of packet v expressed by (20) with
the (initial) distortion reduction of packet vþ kdp:

� � �v � ep1
ðLvÞ

� �Nmax
p1 ¼ � � �vþkdp ; i ¼ f1; 2g; ð21Þ

which gives

kdp ¼ log� ep1
ðLvÞ

� �Nmax
p1

� �j k
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð22Þ

Under the steady-state assumption, the derived kdp of
(22) expresses the average number of packets between the
original transmission of packet v and its retransmission over
the alternate path. Eventually, all initial packets of the
current GOP will be retransmitted to the alternate path
except for the last packets fSGOP � kdp; . . . ; SGOPg, which
will expire before they can be replicated in the alternate
path. In addition, in the steady-state case, each path is
expected to successfully transmit SGOP

�
2 packets in total.

Hence, in the path diversity case with no link failures, the
expected number of successfully received unique (that is,
nonreplicated) video packets from both paths is

Sdiff; fail-free
GOP ¼ SGOP þ kdp

2

� �
: ð23Þ

Consequently, the received distortion reduction for the
path diversity scheme can be calculated by

�GOPffail-free; diversityg ¼
XSdiff; fail-free

GOP

v¼1

½� � �v�

¼ � � �� �
Sdiff; fail-free

GOP
þ1

1� � :

ð24Þ

The comparison between the cases with no diversity and
the case where path diversity is used can be performed
by comparing �GOPffail-free; diversityg from (24) and
�GOPffail-free; no-diversityg given in (19). The theoretical
comparison reveals that path diversity will never increase
the expected distortion reduction at the decoder since

�GOPffail-free; diversityg >
�GOPffail-free; no-diversityg iff kdp > SGOP:

ð25Þ

However, from the definition of kdp, kdp � SGOP. Conse-
quently, path diversity should not be used under the cross-
layer optimization in Fig. 4 when no failures occur in the
multihop elementary cell. This conclusion is experimentally
validated by our simulations and the corresponding

analysis in Section 4. Section 3.3 examines the usefulness
of path diversity under the occurrence of random link
failures in the elementary cell topology.

3.3 Retransmission and Path Diversity
Optimization in the Case of Elementary
Cells with Link Failures

Under the occurrence of link failures beyond the horizon of
the elementary cell topology, one cannot estimate the
remaining distortion reduction for each packet in a reliable
manner since this packet may be dropped in the inter-
mediate node of the elementary cell topology. Hence,
instead of using path diversity for a video packet based
on the acknowledgment of the original packet transmission,
we de facto retransmit a certain percentage of the most
important video packets on both paths. Consequently, the
algorithm in Fig. 4 is also applied for this case but with the
modification that the original distortion reductions are
used, that is, Step 10 in Fig. 4 is not applied. Moreover, the
� � 100 percent most important packets ð0 < � � 1Þ in terms
of distortion reduction are attempted on both available links
in the elementary cell topology. The analysis in this section
derives the dependency of � with the expected distortion
reduction at the destination node.

For the theoretical study of this approach, the expected
distortion reduction of the retransmission scheme in the
case of link failures can be evaluated as

�ffailure; diversityg

¼ �ffail-free; no-diversityg �
"
ð1� Effðl1;2ÞgÞð1� Effðl2;2ÞgÞ

þ
X2

i¼1

"
ð1� Effðli;2ÞgÞ �Effðl3�i;2Þg �

ddeadline
v

dbottleneckðpiÞ � SGOP

##
;

ð26Þ

where E fðli;2Þ

 �

, i ¼ f1; 2g, is the expected failure rate
of link li;2, �ffail-free; no-diversityg is given by (19), and
dbottleneckðpiÞ is given by (17). The last equation describes the
expected distortion reduction under all possible combina-
tions of failed paths and under the case of failure-free
transmission.

The percentage of packets using path diversity should
satisfy the following constraint:

� � 2

SGOP
min
i¼f1;2g

ddeadline
v

dbottleneckðpiÞ

� � �
� 100 percent ð27Þ

because path diversity is inherently upper bounded by the
bottleneck path. The last equation demonstrates that the
maximum diversity can be achieved under equal conges-
tion conditions on both paths, that is,

dbottleneckðp1Þ ¼ dbottleneckðp2Þ;

which leads to � � 100 percent, that is, all video packets of

each path could be retransmitted via the alternate path. The

number of packets using path diversity is denoted by

Sdiversity
GOP , and we have Sdiversity

GOP ¼ � � SGOP. Similarly, the

number of unique video packets transmitted via both paths

in the case of failures is denoted by Sdiff;fail
GOP , and we have

Sdiff;fail
GOP ¼ SGOPð1� 0:5�Þ.
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To simplify the notation, we define the expected number
of packets transmitted through path pi in the duration of
one GOP as

SGOPðpiÞ ¼
ddeadline
v

dbottleneckðpiÞ

� �
; i ¼ 1; 2 ð28Þ

and we assume in the following analysis that � � SGOP and
1
2 � � SGOP are integers. Based on the utilized distortion
model, the expected received distortion reduction of the
diversity scheme can then be written as

�ffailure; diversityg

¼ ð1� Effðl1;2ÞgÞð1� Effðl2;2ÞgÞ � � �
�� �S

diff; fail
GOP

þ1

1� �

þ
X2

i¼1

ð1� Effðli;2ÞgÞEffðl3�i;2Þg

�
"
� � �� �

1
2S

diversity
GOP

þ1

1� � þ
SGOPðpiÞ � 1

2S
diversity
GOP

SGOP � Sdiversity
GOP

� � � �1
2S

diversity
GOP

�� �SGOP�Sdiversity
GOP

þ1

1� �

#

ð29Þ

¼ b1 � � �
�� �SGOPð1�1

2�Þþ1

1� �

þ b2 �
"
� � �� �

1
2��SGOPþ1

1� � þ
SGOPðp1Þ � 1

2 � � SGOP

SGOPð1� �Þ

� � � �1
2��SGOP � �� �

SGOP���SGOPþ1

1� �

#

þ b3 �
"
� � �� �

1
2��SGOPþ1

1� � þ
SGOPðp2Þ � 1

2 � � SGOP

SGOPð1� �Þ

� � � �
��SGOP

2 � �� �
SGOP���SGOPþ1

1� �

#

ð30Þ

with

b1 ¼ ð1� Effðl1;2ÞgÞð1� Effðl2;2ÞgÞ
b2 ¼ ð1� Effðl1;2ÞgÞEffðl2;2Þg
b3 ¼ ð1� Effðl2;2ÞgÞEffðl1;2Þg

8<
:

9=
;: ð31Þ

After some straightforward manipulations, the distortion
reduction expression of (30) is simplified to

�ffailure; diversityg ¼

c1 þ
c2 þ c3 � �

1� � � ��1
2��SGOP þ c4 þ c5 � �

1� � � �1
2��SGOP ;

ð32Þ

where

c1 ¼ ðb1 þ b2 þ b3Þ � � � �
1��

c2 ¼ � b1 þ b2 � SGOPðp1Þ
SGOP

þ b3 � SGOPðp2Þ
SGOP

h i
� � � �

SGOPþ1

1��

c3 ¼ b1 þ b2

2 þ
b3

2

� �
� � � �

SGOPþ1

1��

c4 ¼ b2 � SGOPðp1Þ
SGOP

þ b3 � SGOPðp2Þ
SGOP

� ðb2 þ b3Þ
h i

� � � �
1��

c5 ¼ b2þb3

2 � � �
�

1��

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;
: ð33Þ

The expected distortion reduction under path failures

given by (32) is a function of the packet diversity

percentage �. Hence, given the network parameters, we

can analytically determine � to obtain the maximum video

quality at the decoding node of the elementary cell. For

example, when p1 and p2 have the same delay bottleneck,

that is, dbottleneckðp1Þ ¼ dbottleneckðp2Þ, we have SGOPðp1Þ ¼
SGOPðp2Þ ¼ 1

2SGOP

� �
from (28). Then, (32) is simplified to

�ffailure; diversityg ¼ c1 þ c2 � ��
1
2��SGOP þ c4 � �

1
2��SGOP : ð34Þ

By setting the first derivative of �ffailure; diversityg to zero,

we obtain the (optimal) percentage of video packets using

path diversity that is expected to maximize the distortion

reduction under path failures:

�� ¼ 1

SGOP
log�

c2

c4

� 	
¼ 1

SGOP
log�

2b1 þ b2 þ b3

b2 þ b3
� �SGOP

� 	
: ð35Þ

Notice that the last expression gives the optimal packet

diversity percentage as a function of the distortion reduc-

tion model ð�Þ and the constants of (31), which are

expressing the expected failure conditions. However, the

optimal value �� is invariant to the scaling parameter � of

the distortion model since all the video packets are equally

influenced by it.

3.4 Extensions to Large Topologies

Large topologies consisting of 7-20 nodes can be decom-

posed into overlapping elementary cells, as shown in the

example in Fig. 3. For each elementary cell, the sender node

faces the situation discussed previously for the basic

topology, that is, it has accurate information for its outgoing

links and estimated information for the remainder of the

elementary cell. We can categorize elementary cells into

failure-free cells and cells with link failures. Each case

follows the analysis presented previously in this section.
Although analytically tractable, video streaming follow-

ing the elementary cell approach may lead to locally

optimal solutions that do not correspond to the globally

optimal video streaming approach that considers the

network parameters for the entire multihop topology.

However, one will need to cope with the large uncertainty

in the parameter estimation when the entire multihop

topology is considered due to frequent variations in the link

conditions in wireless multihop networks. Although this

may be partially alleviated if the sender node receives

frequent updates for each link’s condition, such an

approach may incur significant bandwidth overheads and

delays. The elementary cell approach provides the inter-

mediate solution, that is, high performance with reasonable

feedback requirements about the network status. However,

since the performance gap from the end-to-end optimized

solution may become significant when large topologies are

considered in the following section, we quantify the

performance of the elementary cell approach against the

upper bound “oracle” approach that assumes instantaneous

feedback about the link conditions of the entire network

(including precise knowledge of link failures) and applies

the cross-layer optimization of Fig. 4 for the entire topology.
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS

In our experiments, we used a fully scalable codec [23] and

the produced bitstream for each video sequence was

extracted at an average bit rate of 2 megabits per second

(Mbps) for CIF resolution sequences at 30 frames per

second. Based on the rate-distortion hint track specification

[15], each video bitstream was packetized into MSDUs of

data payload no larger than 1,000 bytes. Each GOP was set

to 16 video frames. The end-to-end delay for the MSDUs of

each GOP was set to 0.533 sec, which corresponds to the

replay duration of one GOP (at 30 Hz) and is also an

acceptable latency for the majority of real-time video

streaming applications.
For the experimental study of the elementary cell

topology, we simulated the case of the multihop network

shown in Fig. 2a. Moreover, we also considered the larger

multihop network in Fig. 3 in order to validate our study of

elementary cells within a larger multihop topology. In all

cases, we assume that the central coordinator [11] or the

distributed overlay infrastructure [12], [13] provides pre-

determined transmission intervals for each link correspond-

ing to the indicated application-layer bandwidth (in Kbps)

for each experiment. Under the knowledge of the SINR of

each link and the utilized modulation strategy, this leads to

known guaranteed bandwidth and BER per link. However,

since each link’s SINR may vary unpredictably, in our

theoretical analysis, we always use the average SINR of

each link that leads to the expected packet loss rate and the

average guaranteed bandwidth under the predetermined

transmission interval for the video flow.
In order to make a realistic evaluation of the dynamics of

multihop wireless topologies, we performed a parameter-

ized simulation that takes into account the different options

and settings for the various layers, such as varying SINR at

the PHY layer, transmission overheads at the MAC layer

due to MSDU acknowledgments, and polling, as well as

queuing and propagation delays in the various links of the

multihop network. In order to incorporate the effect of noise

and interference, we performed 50 simulations per topol-

ogy/video sequence/chosen transmission setting using

random values for the SINR of each link, chosen between

17 and 23 dB. This range was selected such that the 802.11a

modulation strategies at the PHY provide reasonable packet

loss rates with enough PHY layer throughput to support

video applications (see the modulation curves in [19] and

[20] for more details on packet loss rates and throughput

versus SINR). In Section 4.1, we first validate the utilized

distortion reduction model of (2) using typical video

sequences. Then, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 examine the elemen-

tary cell topology and validate the proposed theoretical

analysis for the failure-free case and under the case of link

failures. Finally, Section 4.4 presents results for video

streaming under a larger multihop topology when the

optimization is performed within elementary cells. A

comparison is made with the globally optimized streaming

solution, which assumes exact knowledge of the network

conditions.

4.1 Validation of the Video Packet Distortion
Reduction Model

Fig. 5a shows a typical comparison between the experi-

mental distortion reduction of the packets in one GOP

(computed by the video decoder for a GOP of sequence

“Foreman”) and the distortion reduction given by the

proposed model. Similar results have been obtained for all

GOPs of all the remaining video sequences of our

experiments and under a variety of decoding bit rates.

Under the proper selection of the model parameters for

each GOP (that is, a and � of (2)), we always obtain a

sufficient approximation of the distortion reduction for each

packet. In addition, a piecewise distortion model can

provide even higher accuracy, as shown in the example in

Fig. 5b. In this case, the packets of each GOP are divided

into IG groups, and each group is approximated by the

proposed model:

�GOP ¼
XIG
i¼1

�i � �v�mi

i �i 2 ð0; 1Þ; v ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; ð36Þ

where �i and �i are the model parameters for the ith group

of video packets and mi is the packet number of the first

packet in the ith group, with m1 ¼ 1. In the particular
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Fig. 5. Minimum mean square error (MSE) fitting of the model and real

video trace for (a) an entire GOP and (b) two groups of packets

(piecewise approximation). The sequence “Foreman” was used, and the

decoding bit rate was 2 Mbps.



example in Fig. 5b where m1 ¼ 1 and m2 ¼ 26, the
distortion reduction of packets v ¼ f1; . . . ; 25g is approxi-
mated by �1 ¼ 1:0 and �1 ¼ 0:916, and the distortion
reduction of packets v ¼ f26; . . . ; 200g is approximated by
�2 ¼ 0:119 and �2 ¼ 0:965 using least squares fitting. Over-
all, we used IG ¼ 2 for all video sequences, but the values
for �f1;2g and �f1;2g are sequence-dependent and are defined
based on least squares fitting with the experimental
distortion estimates of the scalable codec, as produced
during the bitstream extraction phase [23].

4.2 Experimental Results and Model Validation for
Failure-Free Elementary Cells

In our first round of experiments, we separated our analysis
into two cases corresponding to low and high average
bandwidth for the video transmission. Thereafter, we
examine a balanced and an unbalanced topology (in terms
of estimated available bandwidth for each path).

Representative results for the first case are shown in
Table 1. The average guaranteed bandwidth and average
packet loss rate of each link displayed in the table were
calculated based on the average SINR and the correspond-
ing modulation scheme for the average interference case,
although different modulations were utilized during the
simulation of the MSDU transmission using link adaptation

at the PHY layer [19], [20]. Although the channel conditions
vary depending on interference, we find that, even with
unbalanced packet errors for the two paths, the received
packets are evenly distributed over the two paths under the
scenarios in Table 1. This is because we incorporate the
queuing delay in the evaluation of Nmax

pi
in (11), and this

affects the expected packet loss of the optimization function
of (10). Hence, if too many packets are transmitted over one
path, the queuing delay of this path will grow, which will
result in a lower maximum packet retransmission limit and,
thus, a larger path error rate. Then, the sender node will
switch to the alternate path.

The second set of our experiments is outlined by the
representative results in Table 2. In scenario 1, we found
that on average there are 82.15 packets transmitted over
path 1 and 21.55 packets transmitted over path 2; thus, the
load is distributed over the two paths according to the path
bandwidth ratio. Similar results are observed for the
scenario with larger error rates, different bandwidths, and
packet size variation. The results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate
that the proposed theoretical estimation captures the
average simulated behavior accurately.

Concerning the case of path diversity in the failure-free

elementary cell topology, our simulation validated that it is

not a beneficial approach. In fact, we observed that the

proposed algorithm in Fig. 4 very rarely (if ever) selects to

retransmit a video packet on the alternate path, which
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TABLE 1
Comparison between Simulation Average and

Theoretically Estimated Results for Failure-Free Low
and High-Bandwidth Balanced Elementary Cells

We indicate the average received number of packets and the normalized
distortion reduction measured from the simulation and estimated from
the proposed formulation.

TABLE 2
Comparison between Simulation Average and Theoretically

Estimated Results for Unbalanced Elementary Cells

We indicate the average received number of packets and the distortion
reduction measured from the simulation and estimated from the
proposed formulation.



agrees with the derived theoretical outcome of (25). In order
to elaborate further on why the proposed algorithm does
not use the option of path diversity, Fig. 6 examines the
relationship of the theoretically predicted value of kdp from
(22) with the path error probability for a single packet
transmission ðepiðLvÞÞ and under various retransmission
limits Nmax

pi
, i ¼ f1; 2g. The plots clearly demonstrate that,

even for very high path error probability and for a large
variety of retransmission limits (which correspond to
relaxed or strict delay deadlines—since Nmax

pi
is defined

based on (11)), the theoretical value of kdp is larger than the
retransmission limit Nmax

pi
for each path pi. These results

indicate that, in failure-free multihop topologies and under
a persistent MAC retransmission framework that attempts
to transmit the most important MSDUs (in terms of
distortion reduction) until the delay deadline is reached,
path diversity does not provide an improved distortion
performance, that is, it does not lead to higher distortion
reduction at the decoder.

4.3 Experimental Results and Model Validation in
Elementary Cells Exhibiting Path Failures

We consider again the low-bandwidth elementary cell
indicated in the low-bandwidth case in Table 1. All
undetected failures occur in the dotted links and they are
handled by using path diversity as explained in Section 3.3.
Although failures may also occur in the link connected to
the source node n0, they are easily detected by the source
node and, then, this case essentially becomes a single-path
transmission problem. Hence, we focus our experimental
study on failures for the “unknown” part of the multihop
elementary cell, that is, beyond the first link of each path.

Fig. 7 shows the theoretically expected distortion reduc-
tion at the destination (decoder) node as a function of
Effðl1;2Þg (which is equal to Effðl2;2Þg for this analysis) and
the percentage of diversity. Clearly, when Effðl1;2Þg ¼ 0,
this case rolls back to the previous situation, and using
path diversity will always lead to lower distortion reduction

compared with the no-path-diversity scheme (and the

expected distortion reduction is monotonically decreasing

as the percentage of packets using path diversity increases).

However, it appears that, even for modest values of

Effðl1;2Þg, packet diversity can achieve higher distortion

reduction if the percentage of packets using diversity is

chosen carefully. The theoretical curves in Fig. 7 clearly

demonstrate that there exists a maximum value for the

percentage of packets using path diversity, which was

expressed in the conclusion of our analysis by (35). In

addition, when path diversity is selected beyond the

optimum point, although the average distortion reduction

will decrease, the variance of the decoded video quality will

also decrease, since fewer video packets are sacrificed

during the occurrence of a link failure.
The detailed simulation results and the corresponding

theoretical prediction for a variety of failure probabilities

are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. The analytical model matches

well with the simulation results. The bars in each figure

illustrate the range of the distortion reduction observed

in our simulations with each choice for path diversity

percentage. Clearly, the variance of the distortion reduction
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Fig. 6. Relationship of kdp (the average number of packets between the

original transmission of packet v and its retransmission over the alternate

path) with the retransmission limit of each path ðNmax
pi
Þ and the path error

probability ðepi ðLvÞÞ. The plots are generated based on (22), which

assumes a balanced elementary cell topology under a steady-state

operation, and we set � ¼ 0:916, which agrees with experimentally

measured distortion reduction in typical video sequences.

Fig. 7. Analytically evaluated distortion reduction for different link-failure

probabilities as a function of the percentage of GOP packets using path

diversity for the low-bandwidth elementary cell topology.

Fig. 8. Comparison of simulation and theoretical results for Effðl1;2Þg ¼
Effðl2;2Þg ¼ 0:05 in the low-bandwidth elementary topology.



at the decoder is reduced by increased percentages of

packets using path diversity.
Concerning the high-bandwidth case in Table 1, the

behavior under path failures is somewhat different than in

the case of low bandwidth. In the former case, there is

sufficient bandwidth to transmit the most important

packets of each GOP on both paths. Consequently, even
when a large number of video packets use path diversity,
there is no considerable decrease in average distortion
reduction, as shown in the theoretical comparisons in
Figs. 10, 11, and 12. Simulation results verify this fact and
we find that, as the percentage of diversity becomes large,
the received distortion reduction becomes very stable and
the variance is negligible in these cases.

4.4 Experimental Results for Larger Multihop
Topologies

We consider the entire multihop topology in Fig. 3 and
simulate the case where all links operate with 5 percent
failure probability for the duration of the video streaming
session. For the reported experiments, all failures are
assumed to be short-lived, that is, lasting approximately
for an entire GOP (16 frames at replay rate of 30 Hz, that is,
0.5 sec). The distortion reduction as a function of the
percentage of packets utilizing path diversity is given in
Fig. 13. The top horizontal line indicates the performance
bound, which corresponds to the scheduling and cross-
layer optimization that considers the end-to-end network
parameters and assumes instantaneous feedback concern-
ing link failures. This corresponds to the “end-to-end”
optimization case of our recent work [5] with the additional
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Fig. 9. Comparison of simulation and theoretical results for Effðl1;2Þg ¼
Effðl2;2Þg ¼ 0:10 in the low-bandwidth elementary topology.

Fig. 10. Analytically evaluated distortion reduction for different link-

failure probabilities as a function of the percentage of GOP packets

using path diversity for the high-bandwidth elementary cell topology.

Fig. 11. Comparison of simulation and theoretical results for Effðl1;2Þg ¼
Effðl2;2Þg ¼ 0:05 in the high-bandwidth elementary topology.

Fig. 12. Comparison of simulation and theoretical results for Effðl1;2Þg ¼
Effðl2;2Þg ¼ 0:10 in the high-bandwidth elementary topology.

Fig. 13. Simulation results with the multihop topology in Fig. 3 under the

occurrence of link failures.



knowledge of link-failure occurrences, which is in general
not easily feasible due to the feedback requirements. Similar
results have also been obtained when the failure probability
is uniformly distributed within the range of [0, 10] percent,
as well as when the link failures last longer.

Overall, the results indicate that our localized optimiza-
tion mechanism within overlapping elementary cells con-
sists of a good approximation of the globally optimal
solution that assumes exact knowledge of the network
conditions and link failures for the entire network. In
addition, in this case, the main benefit of using path
diversity appears to be the reduction of the expected
variance of the distortion reduction at the destination node.

We validated these results by measuring the peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) for two typical Common Intermediate
Format (CIF) video sequences under the simulation condi-
tions in Table 3, as well as the average percentage of lost
video frames. Since the quality of a lost video frame
depends on the error concealment strategy applied at the

decoder side, the percentage of lost video frames was
quantified based on the number of video frames with PSNR
lower than 26 dB, which indicates that the video frame
appears with severe distortion. The results indicate that
path diversity is beneficial when link failures are frequent.
Moreover, a higher percentage of video packets utilizing
path diversity ensures that fewer video frames are severely
distorted.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Wireless multihop networks may emerge as important
infrastructures for video streaming applications. In this
paper, we investigated the performance of such streaming
applications under a cross-layer optimization framework
that attempts to cope with rapidly varying network
conditions and even complete link failures. Our approach
splits the video streaming problem into independent
transmission problems within overlapping “elementary
cells” in the multihop network. Each cell represents an
elementary multihop topology that enables cross-layer
optimization with path diversity.

By utilizing state-of-the-art video coding with predeter-
mined distortion reduction prioritization for each video
packet, we modeled and analyzed the expected perfor-
mance of the proposed framework under a variety of
conditions. Our theoretical derivations demonstrate that,
under the proposed cross-layer optimization framework,
path diversity is not beneficial when link failures are not
expected in the wireless multihop infrastructure. On the
other hand, path diversity is a useful approach for low-
bandwidth transmission over multihop networks if the
percentage of video packets utilizing diversity is chosen
carefully. Finally, for larger multihop topologies, the main
benefit of utilizing path diversity appears to be the
stabilization of the decoded video quality. In this case, the
accurate choice of the percentage of video packets to
use path diversity is not so critical. Our conclusions are
supported by simulation studies with a variety of video
sequences and a variety of network configurations. The
simulation results additionally indicated that the proposed
approach of using elementary cells performs close to the
upper bound that considers the entire network topology
during the cross-layer optimization and assumes instanta-
neous feedback about the link conditions.
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